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NEW QUESTION: 1
The Cisco TMS administrator wants to test outbound calls that
originate from a video device that is added to the Cisco TMS.
Which path does the administrator use to complete this
operation in the Cisco TMS interface?
A. Systems &gt; Navigator &gt; Endpoint &gt; Call Status tab in
the endpoint configuration
B. Systems &gt; Provisioning &gt; Users &gt; Call Status
C. Booking &gt; New Conference &gt; Dial External tab
D. Phone Books &gt; Dial External tab
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2

An administrator is attempting to enable Fault Tolerance on a
virtual machine but the operation does not complete
successfully.
Which could be two reasons for this? (Choose two.)
A. The virtual machine has more than 1 vCPU.
B. The virtual machine has over 32GB of memory assigned.
C. vSphere HA is disabled for this virtual machine.
D. The virtual machine is located on vSAN storage.
E. The virtual machine has uncommitted snapshots.
Answer: C,E
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
A number of validation checks are performed on a virtual
machine before Fault Tolerance can be turned on.
SSL certificate checking must be enabled in the vCenter Server
settings.
The host must be in a VMware HA cluster or a mixed VMware HA
and DRS cluster.
The host must have ESX/ESXi 4.0 or greater installed.
The virtual machine must not have multiple vCPUs.
The virtual machine must not have snapshots.
The virtual machine must not be a template.
The virtual machine must not have VMware HA disabled.
Reference: https://pubs.vmware.com/vsphere-50/index.jsp?topic=%
2Fcom.vmware.vsphere.avail.doc_50%2FGUID-83FE5A45-8260-436B-A60
3-B8CBD2A1A611.html

NEW QUESTION: 3
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A. Ap mode: monitor, Ap submode: WIPS
B. Ap mode: local, Ap submode: none
C. Ap mode: monitor, Ap submode: none
D. Ap mode: local, Ap submode: WIPS
Answer: D
Explanation:
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